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Gamma-ray and neutrino emission from misaligned miroquasarsGustavo E. Romero1;2;? and Mariana Orellana1;2;??1 Instituto Argentino de Radioastronom��a, C.C.5, (1894) Villa Elisa, Buenos Aires, Argentina2 Faultad de Cienias Astron�omias y Geof��sias, Universidad Naional de La Plata, Paseo del Bosque, 1900 LaPlata, ArgentinaReeived / AeptedAbstrat. Miroquasars are areting X-ray binary systems with non-thermal radio jets. In some of these systemsthe jet is expeted to be strongly misaligned with the perpendiular to the orbital plane. If the donor star isan early-type star, the jet ould ollide with the stellar wind produing a standing shok between the ompatobjet and the stellar surfae. Relativisti partiles injeted by the jet an be re-aelerated and isotropized atthe olliding region. If the jet has hadroni ontent, TeV protons will di�use into the inner, dense wind leading togamma-ray and neutrino prodution from interations with the matter of the wind. In the ase of very powerfuljets, the wind pressure an be overbalaned and the jet might impat diretly onto the stellar surfae. We presentestimates of the gamma-ray and neutrino luminosities for di�erent sets of parameters in these senarios and webriey disuss the e�ets of this radiation on the donor star and its detetability with urrent instruments.Key words. X-ray: binaries { stars { gamma-rays: theory { gamma-rays: observations { neutrinos1. IntrodutionMiroquasars (MQs) are areting X-ray binary systemsthat have shown persistent or episodi non-thermal jet-likeejetions (Mirabel & Rodr��guez 1999). It is believed thata signi�ant fration of all areting blak hole (BH) andneutron star (NS) X-ray binaries are likely to exhibit MQbehavior at some epoh during their lifetime. Although itis not observationally required, the jet axis and the or-bital plane of a given MQ system are usually assumedto be approximately perpendiular. However, Maarone(2002) has shown that the timesale for the BH spin toalign with the orbital angular momentum in binary sys-tems is often longer than the lifetime of the system it-self. Additionally, tidal e�ets upon the disk an induea preession whih ould result in a severe misalignment(e.g. Larwood 1998, Kaufman et al. 2002). Preession andstrong inlination of the jet an also be the result of theradiative warping of the inner aretion disk (e.g. Wijers& Pringle 1999, Ogilvie & Dubus 2001) or might be dueto spin-spin interations (e.g. Bardeen & Petterson 1975,Sarazin et al. 1980). Observationally, there exists sugges-tive evidene for jet misalignments with the normal to theorbital plane in wind-fed areting BHs. For instane, thejet axis lies at no more than � 35 degrees from the orbitalSend o�print requests to: M. Orellanae-mail: morellana�irma.iar.unlp.edu.ar? Member of CONICET, Argentina?? Fellow of CONICET, Argentina

plane in V4641 Sgr (see Butt et al. 2003 and referenestherein). Other systems like SS 433, LSI +61 303, andCygnus X-3 are known to have preessing jets (see Katz1980, Massi et al. 2004, and Mioduszewski et al. 2001,respetively). Preessing jets have been also suggested inthe ase of Cygnus X-1 (Romero et al. 2002).In this paper we will onsider the situation of a mis-aligned MQs with its jet lying lose to the binary planeand being periodially direted straight to the ompanionstar. Suh a situation seems not to be unlikely. Butt etal. (2003), for instane, have onsidered the indued nu-leosynthesis that should our on the stellar surfae as aonsequene of the jet impat in suh systems. Here, wewill show that in the ase of an early-type ompanion star,the jet, under some onditions, ould not reah the stellarsurfae sine it is balaned by the strong stellar wind.However, another interesting feature appears: a strongshok is formed between the ompat objet and the starand protons injeted by the jet an be re-aelerated andisotropized there. The most energeti of these protons thendi�use through the inner wind produing gamma-rays andneutrinos through p+p �! �0+X and p+p �! ��+Xreation hannels.On the other hand, very powerful jets an overome thepressure of the wind and diretly impat on the star. Insuh a ase the jet energy is dissipated through hadroniand eletromagneti asades that develop in the stellaratmosphere. No ontinuum gamma-ray soure above MeVenergies is expeted in this ase, but a signi�ant ux of



2 G.E. Romero & M. Orellana: High-energy emission from miroquasarshigh-energy neutrinos goes through the star. In what fol-lows we haraterize the general physial situation and es-timate the gamma-ray and neutrino output of these sys-tems, under a variety of onditions. The results will beof interest for urrent ground-based TeV gamma-ray tele-sopes and future satellites for MeV-GeV gamma-ray as-tronomy, as well as for km-sale neutrino detetors.2. Jet-wind interationIn order to make spei� alulations we will onsider amisaligned MQ with a high-mass ompanion. The jet axisis assumed, for simpliity, to be parallel to the orbitalradius a, and pointing toward the massive star of radiusR?. As in Romero et al. (2003), we onsider an expandingonial jet, i.e. the radius of the ross-setion is Rj(d) =d �=2, where � is the opening angle of the jet (in radians), dis the distane from the ompat objet, and r is the radialoordinate with origin at the enter of the star (d = a�r).Assuming adiabati expansion, the magneti �eld insidethe onial jet hanges with d asBj(d) = Bj(d0)�d0d � ; (1)where d0 is the distane from the jet's apex to the om-pat objet. We will assume d0 = 50Rg, being Rg thegravitational radius of the areting star.In order to determine the kineti power of the jet wewill adopt the jet-disk oupling hypothesis proposed byFalke & Biermann (1995) and applied with suess toAGNs, i.e. the total jet power sales with the aretionrate as Lj = qj _Mdisk2. We will assume that relativis-ti protons provide the dominant ontribution to the jetpower, i.e. Lj � bulk _Npmp2, where _Np is the proton in-jetion rate, mp the proton mass, and bulk is the bulkLorentz fator of the ow. The presene of relativistihadrons has been inferred from iron X-ray line observa-tions for the ase of SS433 (e.g. Kotani et al. 1994, 1996;Migliari et al. 2002). Although diret and lear evideneexists only for this soure so far, several models assumea hadroni ontent for the jets of some MQs (see Romero2004 and referenes therein).The high-mass ompanion star loses a signi�ant fra-tion of its mass through a very strong supersoni wind, andthen the mass transfer ours mainly through this stellarwind. To ensure that there is no Rohe lobe overow theparameters of the binary system must satisfy the ondi-tion RL > R?, where the Rohe radius an be expressedin good approximation asRL � a [0:38 + 0:2 log(M?=Mo)℄ ; (2)for 0:3 � (M?=Mo) � 20 (Kopal 1959). Here, M? andMo are the masses of the primary massive star and theompat objet, respetively.Typial mass loss rates and terminal wind veloitiesfor early-type stars are of the order of 10�5 M� yr�1 and

2500 km s�1, respetively (Lamers & Cassinelli 1999). Thematter �eld will be determined by the ontinuity equation:_M? = 4�r2�(r)v(r); (3)where � is the density of the wind and v(r) = v1(1 �R�=r)� is its veloity; v1 is the terminal wind veloity,and the parameter � is � 1 for very massive stars (Lamers& Cassinelli 1999). Hene, assuming a gas dominated byprotons, the partile density results:n(r) = _M?4�mpr2v(r) : (4)The pressure exerted by the stellar wind at a distaner from the star is then:Pwind = _M? v(r)4�r2 ; (5)whereas the pressure due to the magneti �eld of the starisPmag = B(r)2=8�; (6)where B(r) = qB2� +B2r . The magneti �eld of thestar an be represented by the standard magneti ro-tor model (Weber and Davis 1967; White 1985; Lamersand Cassinelli 1999): B�=Br = (v?=v1)(1 + r=R?) andBr = B?(R?=r)2, where v? �= (0:1 � 0:2)v1 is the rota-tional veloity at the surfae of the star (Conti & Ebbets1977), and B? is the orresponding stellar magneti �eld.If the jet propagates with an opening angle �, at adistane d from the ompat objet the ram pressure ofthe jet plasma isPj = Lj�  �2d2 : (7)As shown by Bednarek & Protheroe (1997) for the aseof AGN's jets, a strong stellar wind an stop the jet owbefore it an reah the stellar surfae. The interation re-gion will be formed by a ontat disontinuity and twoquasi-parallel shoks, one propagating bakwards throughthe jet and the other moving toward the star through thewind.The position rs where the shok front will form an beobtained by equating the expression for the jet pressure tothe expressions given in Eqs. (5) or (6). The loation of thedouble-shok struture will be determined by the spei�parameters assumed for the jet and the stellar wind. As anexample, we will work out the details of a family of modelssharing the parameters listed in Table 1. For these values,it happens that RL � 1:53R? and there is no Rohe lobeoverow.With this set of basi parameters, the ram pressure ofthe jet an not be balaned by the wind when qj > 0:006.Above this value, however, the magneti pressure an stillbalane and stop the jet. For qj = 10�2, a magneti �eld ofB? � 200 G is neessary to form a terminal shok front forthe jet in the wind region. Early-type stars an supportsurfae magneti �elds of even � 103 G as reported by



G.E. Romero & M. Orellana: High-energy emission from miroquasars 3Donati et al. (2002). In order to study systems where thejet is balaned by the wind, we will assume di�erent val-ues for the stellar magneti �eld and the jet power. Afterdisussing these systems we will turn to MQs with verystrong jets in Setion 6.Table 1. Basi parameters assumed for the modelParameter Symbol ValueMass of the ompat objet Mo 10 M�Mass of the donor star M? 46.2 M�Jet's injetion point d0 50 R1gOpening angle of the jet � 5ÆBulk Lorentz fator bulk 10Radius of the ompanion star R? 15 R�Stellar e�etive temperature Te� 40000 KMass loss rate _M? 10�5 M� yr�1Terminal wind veloity v1 2500 km s�1Compat objet aretion rate _Mdisk 10�8 M� yr�1Wind veloity index � 1EÆieny of the shok � 0.1Orbital radius a 3 R?1Rg = GMo=2.3. Partile re-aeleration and di�usionThe shoks generated by the interation between the rel-ativisti plasma in the jet and the stellar wind an ael-erate partiles by Fermi mehanism. For aeleration at aparallel shok we an write the aeleration rate as (e.g.Biermann & Strittmatter 1987, Protheroe 1998):dEdt ja = �ZeB; with � ' 0:015(u=)2; (8)where u is the shok veloity and all values are in gsunits.The highest energy gained by the partiles in the pro-ess is imposed by the di�erent energy losses (synhrotronemission, pp interations and photopion prodution) or bythe available spae in the aeleration region. For the pa-rameters onsidered in this paper the dominant energyloss is due to pp interations with the stellar wind mat-ter that pervades the aeleration region. For a relativistiproton (E > 1:22 GeV) this energy loss an be estimatedas in Mannheim & Shlikeiser (1994):�dEdt jpp � 0:65n(rs)�pp(E �mp2); (9)where n(rs) is the partile density of the wind lose to theshok front, and �pp is the inelasti ross setion for ppinteration at the energy E. The maximum energy for theprotons then results fromEmaxp ' min [ 1:9� 1015 �u�2 Bj(do)G eV;3� 1014 Bj(do)G eV ℄: (10)

We shall adopt u= = 0:1 for the sub-relativisti shokand u= = 0:5 for a relativisti ase. For the former Emaxpis determined by the losses, whereas in the seond ase itis �xed by the size onstrain, i.e. the maximum gyroradiusfor a proton is � (a�R?).The resulting proton spetrum from the di�usive a-eleration will be a power-law extending from a minimumenergy (Eminp � 10 GeV1) up to Emaxp :Np(E) = K�E��; 10mp2 < E < Emaxp : (11)The index � is � 2 for a strong non-relativisti shok and� 1:5 for a relativisti shok (e.g. Protheroe 1998).Some fration � of the energy transported by thejet will be transferred to the partiles aelerated at theshok front. We will assume here an eÆieny of � = 0:1(Blandford & Ostriker 1978). Then, the onstant K� in(11) an be obtained from�Lj = (a� R?)2 Z Emaxp10mp2 Np(E)E dE: (12)The resulting population of relativisti protons will dif-fuse through the stellar wind, but not all of them willpenetrate up to the densest parts where the probabilityof pp interations is higher beause of the modulation ef-fet of the wind (Romero & Torres 2003, Torres et al.2004). Whether the partiles an reah the base of thewind or not is given by the ratio (�) of the di�usion andonvetion timesales, whih are given by td = 3r2=D andt = 3r=v(r), respetively. Here D is the di�usion oeÆ-ient de�ned as (Ginzburg & Syrovatskii 1964):D � 13�r; (13)where �r is the mean-free-path for di�usion in the radialdiretion. Only partiles for whih � < 1 will be able tooverome onvetion and enter the dense wind region toprodue -rays through pp interations.The value of the di�usion oeÆient is of ourse notwell-known, espeially for suh a omplex and turbulentmedium as the wind of a massive star. Following White(1985) we will make use of the approximation given byV�olk and Forman (1982), assuming that the mean-free-path for sattering parallel to the magneti �eld diretionis �k � 10rg = 10E=eB, where rg is the proton gyro-radius and E the proton energy. The value of � in theperpendiular diretion is shorter: �? � rg . The mean-free-path in the radial diretion is then (see Torres et al.2004):�r = rg(10 os2 � + sin2 �); (14)whereos�2 � = 1 + (B�=Br)2: (15)1 From Table 1 the Lorentz fator of the jet is � 10 and thenthose protons at the lower energy tail of the o-moving partileenergy distribution (for whih the mirosopi Lorentz fatoris � 1) are injeted at the shok with energies � 10 GeV.



4 G.E. Romero & M. Orellana: High-energy emission from miroquasarsThrough � = 1 we �nd now the minimum energyEminp (r) below whih the partiles are taken away by on-vetion in the wind (see the expliit expression for � in thepaper by Torres et al. 2004). In what follows, we will takeEminp (rs) as the minimum energy of a proton aeleratedat the shok front to ollide with a proton of the innerwind.4. Gamma-ray produtionWe an now proeed to alulate the �0 gamma-ray lumi-nosity from the inner wind. The di�erential -ray emissiv-ity from �0-deays an be approximated byq(E) = 4��pp(Ep)2Z(�)p!�0� Jp(E)�A�(Ep �Eminp );(16)at the energies of interest here. Z(�)p!�0 is the so-alled spe-trum weighted moment, de�ned as:Z(�)p!�0 = Z 10 x��1Fp�0(x)dx; (17)where x = E�0=Ep and Fp�0(x) is the dimensionless inlu-sive ross setion (Gaisser 1990, p.31) . The parameter �Areets the ontribution from di�erent nulei in the wind(for the standard omposition of an early-type star we willassume �A � 1:5). Jp(E) = (=4�)Np(E) is the protonux distribution evaluated at E = E (units of protonsper unit time, solid angle, energy-band, and area).The inelasti ross setion for pp interations at en-ergy Ep � 6 ��0E=K, where K � 0:5 is the inelastiityoeÆient and ��0 = 1:1(Ep=GeV)1=4 is the multipliityfor the neutral pions (e.g. Ginzburg & Syrovatskii, 1964),an be represented above Ep � 10 GeV by the expres-sion given in Aharonian & Atoyan (1996). Typially, at 1TeV, �pp � 34 mb. Finally, �(Ep � Eminp ) is a Heavisidefuntion that takes into aount the fat that only pro-tons with energies higher than Eminp (rs) will di�use intothe densest part of the wind. The spetral -ray intensity(photons per unit time and energy-band) is:I(E) = Z n(r)q(E)dV; (18)where V is the interation volume. The generated lumi-nosity in a given band (E2; E1) then isL = Z E2E1 E I(E) dE (19)(see, e.g., Romero et al. 2003 for details).In order to estimate the -ray luminosity that ouldbe produed in the jet-wind interation of a misalignedMQ with a high-mass ompanion, we have �xed the pa-rameters that desribe the geometry of this senario fora standard ase (Table 1). Note that the radius of thestar holds a � 26Æ:5 angle as seen from the ompat ob-jet, so the star �lls � 10:5% of the ompat objet's sky.We have alulated the luminosity in high-energy photons

for di�erent jet-disk oupling values (qj), and for di�er-ent values of B? and Bj(d0). The most e�etive partileaeleration ours at the relativisti plasma. We haveonsidered a sub-relativisti strong shok that leads toa spetrum with � � 2 and a mildly relativisti shokwith u = 0:5 (� � 1:5). Table 2 haraterizes (in the�rst three olumns) a number of spei� models, orderedby dereasing jet power, and then gives the loation ofthe shok front, the maximum and minimum energy forprotons penetrating into the base of the wind, and theintegrated gamma-ray luminosities generated for the sub-relativisti and the relativisti ases of partile aelera-tion.The spetral high-energy distributions for some of theomputed models are shown in Figure 1. The plots orre-spond to L(E) = E2I(E), with an exponential-typeuto� at E � (Emaxp =GeV)3=4=20. The obtained isotropiluminosities above 1 TeV are in the range 1030� 1032 ergs�1.High-energy gamma rays an be absorbed in the stel-lar photon �eld through pair prodution, and then inverseCompton emission from these pairs an initiate an e�-pairasade. This e�et has been studied in detail by Bednarek(1997, 2000) and more reently by Sierpowska & Bednarek(2005). Figure 2 shows the � opaity of the stellar pho-tosphere to gamma-ray propagation as a funtion of thegamma-photon energy and the distane r from the starwhere it is reated. This opaity, for a photon moving ra-dially from the massive star, an be roughly omputed,averaging over the injetion angles, as:�(E ; r) = Z 1r Z 10 N(E?; r0)�e�e+(E?; E)dE?dr0; (20)where E? is the energy of the photons emitted by the star,E is the energy of the -ray, and �e�e+(E?; E) is theross setion for photon-photon pair prodution (e.g. Lang1980). The stellar photon distribution is that of a blak-body peaking at the star's e�etive temperature (Te�):N(E?; r) = (�B(E?)=hE?)R2?=r2; (21)where h is the Plank onstant andB(E?) = [2E?3=(h)2℄=(eE?=kTeff � 1): (22)The inverse Compton opaity �IC(Ee; r) determinesthe advane of the asades after the pair reation. Wehave estimated that gamma-rays with energies below �1012 eV will be mostly absorbed, triggering IC asades.More energeti photons (> 10 TeV) will esape. The re-sult will be a soft spetrum at GeV energies (Bednarek &Protheroe 1997) and a peak at high energies (Figure 1).5. Neutrino prodution and possible detetionThe ��+��� neutrino intensity I�(E�) may be derived fromthe spetral -ray intensity by imposing energy onserva-tion (Alvarez-Mu~niz & Halzen 2002, Torres et al. 2004):Z EI(E)dE = C Z E�I�(E�)dE� ; (23)



G.E. Romero & M. Orellana: High-energy emission from miroquasars 5Table 2. Some results about the high-energy photon emission in misaligned MQs. The A, B, C letters naming the modelindiate a high, middle or low jet-disk oupling, respetively.Model qj B? Bj(d0) rs Eminp Emaxp; sub Emaxp; rel L;(�=2) L;(�=1:5)[G℄ [G℄ [R�℄ [TeV℄ [TeV℄ [TeV℄ [erg s�1℄ [erg s�1℄A1 10�2 500 10 21:7 92:2 190 3000 2:2 1032 4:1 1032A2 10�2 500 100 21:7 92:2 1900 30000 7:5 1032 3:9 1032B1 10�3 1 10 34:2 0:2 190 3000 1:9 1032 5:4 1031B2 10�3 1 100 34:2 0:2 1900 30000 2:1 1032 4:3 1031B3 10�3 100 10 34:2 21:3 190 3000 6:4 1031 4:7 1031B4 10�3 100 100 34:2 21:3 1900 30000 1:1 1032 4:1 1031C1 10�4 1 10 41:1 0:2 190 3000 1:9 1031 5:4 1030C2 10�4 1 100 41:1 0:2 1900 30000 2:1 1031 4:3 1030C3 10�4 100 10 41:1 20:8 190 3000 6:5 1030 4:7 1030C4 10�4 100 100 41:1 20:8 1900 30000 1:1 1031 4:1 1030

Fig. 1. Spetral high-energy distribution at TeV energies from the jet-wind interation in a misaligned MQ. The left panelorresponds to � = 2, and the right to � = 1:5 (see text). The dashed lines orrespond to the prodution spetra whereas thesolid lines represent the absorbed spetra.where the limits of the integrals are Emin [�℄ (Emax [�℄), theminimum (maximum) energy of the photons (neutrinos)and C is a numerial onstant of order one (i.e. the to-tal neutrino luminosity produed by the deay of hargedpions is a omparable quantity with that of the photonsL). The neutrino intensity will be given byI�(E�) = C�(E�=erg)�� e�E�=Emax� ; (24)where the onstant C� is in erg�1 s�1. The values ofC�;(�=1:5) and C�;(�=2) for the di�erent models are listedin Table 3.The neutrinos are produed in the inner wind aroundthe star. A fration of them, whih will depend on thespei� geometry of the system, will be interepted by thestar. The star, in turn, an absorb some of these neutri-nos. We have estimated the neutrino energy depositionrate �� (see Gaiser et al. 1986) inside the star. The results

on�rm that no e�ets of neutrino heating will be observ-able during the stellar lifetime. This fat is expeted sineonly a small fration of the power of the jet is diretedtoward the star by neutrinos (�� � 1027 � 1030 erg s�1)and this represents a very small fration (10�11 � 10�8)of the luminosity of the star.Although the neutrino emission has no e�et upon theompanion star, perhaps it ould be detetable at theEarth. If the distane to the system is dMQ, the neutrinoux arriving to a km-sale detetor like ICECUBE will beF�(E�) = I�(E�)=(4� d2MQ). To make some quantitativeestimate we adopt in what follows dMQ � 5 kp.The neutrino signal an be estimated as (Anhordoquiet al. 2003)S = Tobs Z dE�Ae�F�(E�)P�!�(E�); (25)
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Fig. 2. Stellar photosphere's opaity due to photo-pair reation, as funtion of the -ray energy and the distane from the star,for a photon moving radially from the massive star. Upper-right: Optial depth for �xed values of energy. Lower panel: Optialdepth for �xed distanes.where P�!�(E�) � 1:3 � 10�6 (E�=TeV)0:8 denotes theprobability that a � of energy E� � 1�103 TeV, on a tra-jetory through the detetor, produes a muon (Gaisser etal. 1995). Tobs is the observing time and Ae� the e�etivearea of the detetor. On the other hand, the noise will begiven byN = �Tobs Z dE�Ae�FB(E�)P�!�(E�)�
�1=2 ; (26)where �
 is the solid angle of the searh bin (�
1Æ�1Æ �3� 10�4 sr for an instrument like ICECUBE, Karle 2002)andFB(E�) � 0:2 (E�=GeV)�3:21 GeV�1 m�2 s�1 sr�1 (27)is the �� + ��� atmospheri �-ux (Volkova 1980, Lipari1993). Using as the integration limits the minimum andmaximum energies detetable by the instrument (i.e. 1-105TeV) we obtain Tobs for a signal-to-noise ratio S=N = 3.The results are in all the ases (models A1 to C4) greaterthan several thousands years, rendering the detetion im-pratial with the urrent sensitivity. One again, theseare lower limits, sine the duty yle is not 1. Only in thease of very powerful jets with qj > 0:1 a detetion mightbe possible on human-life timesales. We will disuss thisase in the next setion.

Table 3. Some results about the neutrino emission in mis-aligned MQs. Case D1 orresponds to the diret impat of ajet with qj = 0:1 onto the stellar surfae.Model C�;(�=2) C�;(�=1:5)erg�1s�1 erg�1s�1A1 4:0 1032 1:7 1032A2 3:3 1032 5:4 1031B1 3:7 1031 1:6 1031B2 3:1 1031 5:4 1030B3 3:9 1031 1:7 1031B4 3:3 1031 5:4 1030C1 3:7 1030 1:6 1030C2 3:1 1030 5:4 1029C3 3:9 1030 1:7 1030C4 3:3 1030 5:5 1029D1 3:7 1032 3:1 10346. Powerful jets and diret interation with thestarWe onsider now a heavy jet diretly impating the star(qj = 0:12). The proton spetrum of the relativisti jet ow2 Lj = qj 5:7 1038 erg s�1



G.E. Romero & M. Orellana: High-energy emission from miroquasars 7is assumed to be a power lawN 0p(E0p) = K� E0��p , valid forE0pmin � E0p � E0pmax, in the o-moving jet frame. The or-responding partile ux will be J 0p(E0p) = (=4�)N 0p(E0p).Sine the jet expands (in a onial way), the proton uxan be written as:J 0p(E0p) = 4�K��d0d �nE0p��; (28)where n is positive and we assume n = 2 (whih orre-sponds to the onservation of the number of partiles, seeGhisellini et al. 1985), and a prime refers to the jet frame.Using relativisti invariants, it an be proved that the pro-ton ux reahing the surfae of the star, in the lab frame,beomes (e.g. Romero et al. 2003)Jp(Ep) = K�4� � d0a�R?�n���bulk �Ep + �bqE2p �m2p4����1 + �b EppE2p�m2p4� ; (29)where bulk is the jet Lorentz fator, �b is the orrespond-ing veloity in units of , and we have onsidered protonswith small transverse momentum (hene the lak of de-pendeny in the partile angle when ompared with theorresponding expression in Romero et al. 2003).The number density n00 of partiles owing in the jetat R0 = R(d0) an be determined as in Romero et al.(2003) and the normalization onstant K� an be derivedprovided that E0maxp >> E0minp . Sine E0minp � 1 GeV, thisis always the ase, andK� = n00(�� 1)(E0minp )��1: (30)In the numerial alulations we have onsidered E0maxp =100 TeV, bulk = 10, and two ases for the proton energydistribution in the jet3: � = 2 and � = 1:5.The gamma-rays generated by the jet-star interationwill be absorbed by the eletromagneti asades in thestar. The main signature of suh asades ould be a ratherbroad e+ � e� annihilation line. The neutrino ux fromharged pion deays will be signi�antly larger than in thease of the jet-wind interations. For the density pro�le ofthe star we have used�(r) = � �1� (r=R?)2� ; (31)with � ' 0:05 g/m3, in aordane with the adoptedstellar mass.In the lab frame, the neutrino energies reah � 1 TeV,then only the hard energy tail of the neutrino spetrumlies in the range of observation of ICECUBE. The neutrinoenergy deposition rate for � = 1:5 results �� ' 2:4 1033 erg3 Notie that these are the original partile distributions inthe jet and not the result of re-aeleration at the ollidingshok region as before. Here the jet impats diretly in a high-density region.

s�1. The neutrino signal on the Earth produes a numberof muons per year of N� = 3:25. This means a detetablesignal at 3�-level for an observing time Tobs � 15 years,in the ase of a soure at 2 kp and a lose alignment ofthe jet with the line of sight and a duty yle of 20%.7. CommentsThe type of misaligned MQ disussed in Setion 4 is avariable gamma-ray soure. For the masses and orbitalradius given in Table 1, the orbital period is � 2:5 days.Sine the star oupies � 10 % of the sky of the ompatobjet and there are two jets in the orbital plane, theexpeted duty yle is � 20 %. The gamma-ray emissionis ignited twie per orbit, every � 30 hours. The soureremains ative for around � 6 hours eah time, sine thedi�usion timesale for the aelerated partiles is muhshorter than this value: td(Emaxp ) <� 29 s and td(Eminp ) <�203 s for the models onsidered here. All these numberswill hange, of ourse, from one ase to another dependingon the spei� on�guration, but in all ases the resultwill be a variable soure unless the di�usion timesale ismuh longer than the interval between the di�erent jet-wind ollisions.Beause of the isotropization of the partile ux at theshok front loated at rs the gamma-ray emission will notbe as muh dependent on the viewing angle as in the aseof pure relativisti jet models (e.g. Romero et al 2003).Oultation events will our only if the observer lies loseto the orbital plane. Suh events would be rare sine theyrequire an alignment among ompat objet, star and ob-server. The ux, additionally, would not be ompletelysuppressed sine the relativisti partiles di�use aroundthe entire inner wind.Sine misaligned MQs an be TeV and (through ele-tromagneti asades in the stellar photosphere) MeV-GeV soures, we ould ask whether some of the unidenti-�ed gamma-ray soures deteted by EGRET instrumentmight be assoiated with them. There are � 20 unidenti-�ed variable soures at low galati latitudes in the ThirdEGRET Catalog (Hartman et al. 1999, Torres et al. 2001,Nolan et al. 2003). Bosh-Ramon et al. (2004) have shownthat they form a distint population with a distributiononsistent with what is expeted for high-mass MQs. Thetotal number of high-mass X-ray binaries brighter than1034 erg s�1 at X-rays in the Galaxy is estimated in � 380(Grimm et al. 2002). Only a small fration of them willhave the type of persistent jets neessary to produe de-tetable gamma-ray soures. Around 20 soures seems tobe a reasonable estimate (Bosh-Ramon et al. 2004). Ifthe original orientation angles of the jets are randomlydistributed we ould expet that in 10-20 % of these sys-tems the jet ould be periodially direted towards theompanion star (Butt et al. 2003). This means that 2-4of the variable EGRET soures at low galati latitudesmight be assoiated with misaligned MQs. Hints of peri-odi variability ould help to identify these soures. Theirmain footprints, however, would be a stronger TeV emis-



8 G.E. Romero & M. Orellana: High-energy emission from miroquasarssion than what is expeted in normal MQs. Hene, fu-ture observations with Cherenkov telesopes like HESS,MAGIC or Veritas might lead to the identi�ation of thesesoures.8. ConlusionsThe jets of MQs an form a small angle respet to the or-bital plane. In some high-mass X-ray binary systems thejet ould be direted straight to the ompanion star. Wehave shown that in suh a situation the wind of the staran balane the jet pressure in many ases. A jet-windollision region is formed between the star and the om-pat objet, with a ontat disontinuity separating bothshoked media. Relativisti partiles injeted by the jetin the strong shok an be re-aelerated up to very highenergies and isotropized in this region. These partiles dif-fuse into the inner wind as far as di�usion dominates overonvetion. Gamma-rays and neutrinos an be then pro-dued in the densest part of the wind. We have presentedalulations of the gamma-ray luminosity, whih mightbe detetable through high-energy telesopes. The neu-trino ux is usually below the sensitivity of km-sale de-tetors like ICECUBE unless extremely powerful jets areassumed. Suh jets ould reah the star, triggering as-ades and produing nuleosynthesis there, as disussedby Butt et al. (2003). We have also shown that photon-photon absorption of gamma-rays with energies below 10TeV an initiate eletromagneti asades in the stellarphotosphere, leading to MeV-GeV soures that might on-tribute to the population of variable gamma-ray souresdeteted by EGRET at low galati latitudes. Future in-struments like GLAST will help to unveil the nature ofthese soures.Aknowledgements. We thank J.M. Paredes and V.Bosh-Ramon for valuable disussions and omments on themanusript. We also thank an anonymous referee who madeimportant suggestions that led to a signi�ant improvementof the manusript. This researh has been supported byFundai�on Antorhas, CONICET, and the Argentine agenyANPCyT through Grant PICT 03-13291.ReferenesAharonian, F. A., & Atoyan, A. M. 1996, A&A, 309, 917Anhordoqui, L.A., Torres, D.F., MCauley, T., et al. 2003,ApJ, 589, 481Alvarez-Mu~niz, J. & Halzen, F. 2002, ApJ, 576, L33Bardeen, J.M., & Petterson, J.A. 1975, ApJ, 195, L65Bednarek, W. 1997, A&A, 322, 523Bednarek, W. 2000, A&A, 362, 646Bednarek, W. & Protheroe, R. J. 1997, MNRAS, 287, L9Biermann, P. L. & Strittmatter, P. A. 1987, ApJ, 322, 643Blandford, R. D. & Ostriker J. P. 1978, ApJ, 221, L29Bosh-Ramon V., Romero, G.E., & Paredes J.M. 2005, A&A,429, 267Butt, M. Y., Maarone, J. T. & Prantzos, N. 2003, ApJ, 587,748Conti, P. S. & Ebbets, D. 1977 ApJ, 213, 438
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